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Cartoon figures of soil profiles with faces, legs, arms and funny names: the Scottish soil characters Rusty
(Cambisol), Heather (Podzol), Pete (Histosol) and five others were developed at the James Hutton Institute in
Aberdeen for outreach activities. They represent eight soil types that are common in Scotland. Recently they have
become movie stars in an animated film, where they speak with a Scottish accent. The Scottish soil characters are
a true soil science communication success story and it would be great if they had friends in many places to tell
some stories from the underground in the respective native languages.
This contribution will introduce the draft for 13 German-speaking soil characters that represent the most common
soil types in Austria, Germany and Switzerland. Each name is a play on words with respect to German soil
classification terms and serves as a mnemonic for typical characteristics of these soils. The ‘hair’ shows detailed
vegetation and the context with common land use. For non-soil scientists the soil characters can be used as
story-tellers, e.g. about their life (soil evolution), home (spatial distribution), job (function), fears (threats) and
joys (best-practice land use, restoration).

Because the International Year of Soil (2015) is an excellent opportunity for new outreach activities, the
aim is to publish the German-speaking soil characters as a collaboration of the Austrian, German and Swiss Soil
Science Societies. The soil characters could be used in print or online formats, and even – as can be seen in
Aberdeen – as human-sized walking soil profiles.


